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Where Security Meets the Waterfront
One security solution for protecting marinas

Ideal for marinas of all sizes
Marinas have a responsibility to protect boat owners, guests, and boats. Unauthorized people on the docks are a security 
threat and a liability.

There are many benefits to using a powerful security solution in marinas. With the constant stream of visitors arriving via 
boat and land to visit restaurants, gift shops, and fuel stations, marinas have a complex mix of surveillance needs.

Securing different areas of the marina, while still allowing easy access to authorized people requires flexible control and 
constant monitoring. No two marinas are alike. Tyco Cloud has a wide choice of security cameras and access control 
solutions to accomplish many tasks at all types of remote and unattended sites.

Increase boat 
owners' peace of 
mind

24/7 monitoring of 
common areas



Reduce risks marina-wide

Security that streamlines marina operations
For boat owners and marina members, security surveillance and 
access are a top priority to consider when renewing a membership 
or investing in a new marina. Cloud-based security can improve 
operational efficiency across the marina.

When you take security to the cloud, with 24/7 video surveillance, 
easy access to stored video, and tight, yet flexible, access control, 
you can mitigate many threats. 

Remote and fast deployment of video and access control solutions with 
no wiring

24/7 video monitoring and motion-activated record to prevent 
trespassing, theft and vandalism

Smartphone-based credentials can replace keypads, eliminating        
problems with forgotten access codes and unauthorized sharing of codes

Readers for smart keys and mobile credentials are easily installed – no 
need for internet or local network

Minimal cost of storing video footage in the cloud vs. on-site servers

Deter thefts and vandalism with prominent marina-wide 

surveillance

Combat insurance fraud by boat owners and visitors

Create credible incident reports with recorded video

Use video and access logs to internally investigate 

incidents and, if needed, assist law enforcement 

For more information, contact your local distributor or sales representative. 

Visit www.tycocloudsolutions.com or follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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